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PRODUCT DETAILS 

• Hand-crafted frame is constructed of solid European Beech wood 
• Black Walnut finish 
• Custom hardware in antique bronze featuring a Barbara Barry 
signature oval cabochon in faux ivory 
• This item is artisan crafted with meticulous care. Given its 
handmade and hand-finished nature, variations in the grain of the 
wood are to be expected and celebrated. Each item is unique and 
no two are exactly alike in appearance. 
• Non-scratch furniture glides are included 

PRODUCT CARE 

Use coasters under beverages to prevent marks and stains. Wipe with a 
soft, dry cloth; avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaning 
materials 

DIMENSIONS x WEIGHTS 

Product Dimensions: W60cm D60cm D58cm H70cm 

Product Weight: 12kg 

Carton Weight: 16kg 

Recycled Cardboard Carton Dimension: W67cm D66cm H81cm 

1 TREE FOR 1 PURCHASE 

We are committed to being green. We are joining with CHANINTR to 
offset our carbon footprint through their 1 Tree for 1 Purchase initiative. 
CHANINTR is working with Plant for the Planet, an international non-
profit organization. Through Plant for the Planet, CHANINTR has 
achieved its goal of planting one tree for every item they sell.
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The 60cm Triangle Occasional Table is a finely scaled and versatile 
addition to your living space. Crafted from Black Walnut, this 
occasional table offers both functionality and elegance, making it 
ideal as a side table or bedside table. 

With its carefully designed dimensions, the 60cm Triangle 
Occasional Table fits seamlessly into various settings. Its compact 
size allows it to be placed next to a sofa or bed, providing a 
convenient surface for essentials. 

This table features a concealed drawer with custom hardware in 
antique bronze, showcasing intricate details and a Barbara Barry 
signature oval cabochon in faux ivory. The drawer offers discreet 
storage space, keeping your belongings organized and easily 
accessible. Additionally, a convenient lower shelf adds practicality, 
providing an extra surface for displaying decor or storing reading 
materials. 

Experience the perfect combination of style and functionality with 
the 60cm Triangle Occasional Table. 

Designed by Barbara Barry
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